Keeping America STRONG Is
In modern, all-out war, where industrial production and civilian stamina play such an important role, it is the patriotic duty of every citizen to keep himself physically fit to perform whatever service he may be called upon to do. Good health depends to a great extent upon proper food, and all experts list MILK as a basic item in any menu.

One of the first things that the people of England asked for when America began sending food supplies in large quantities was MILK. America is fortunate in having an abundant supply of wholesome milk, and its people should take advantage of this abundance in keeping themselves fit.

In Norman, it's GILT EDGE Milk

The people of Norman look to McCORMICK’S GILT EDGE DAIRY for their quality dairy products because they know that this firm has always been prompt to install the latest and most modern methods of handling milk. From the cow to the consumer, milk bearing the GILT EDGE label is scientifically protected to insure purity and wholesomeness. The recent installation of HOMOGENIZING equipment, which breaks down fat particles and gives you delicious whole milk that will never separate, is an example of the kind of service you can depend upon. Use more GILT EDGE dairy products to keep yourself and your family physically fit.

MCCORMICK’S GILT EDGE DAIRY PRODUCTS

ICE CREAM 0 FOUNTAIN SERVICE